Intraoperative Iso-C C-arm navigation in craniospinal surgery: the first 60 cases.
The intraoperative Iso-C C-arm (Siremobil Iso-C 3D; Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) provides a unique ability to acquire and view multiplanar three-dimensional images of intraoperative anatomy. Registration for intraoperative surgical navigation may be automated, thus simplifying the operative workflow. Iso-C C-arm intraoperative fluoroscopy acquires 100 images, each of which must be 1.8 degrees in a circumferential fashion about an "isocentric" point in space. The system generates a high-resolution isotropic three-dimensional data set that is available immediately after the 90-second C-arm rotation. The data set is ported to the image-guided workstation, registration is immediate and automated, and the surgeon can navigate with millimetric accuracy. The authors prospectively examined data from the initial 60 patients examined with the Iso-C, among whom were cases of anterior and posterior spinal instrumentation from the occiput to the sacrum. Percutaneous and minimally invasive spinal and cranial procedures were also included. Automated registration for image-guided navigation was attainable for anterior and posterior cases from the cranial base and entire spine. In most cases, intraoperative postprocedural imaging with the Iso-C mitigated the need for postoperative imaging. Intraoperative Iso-C three-dimensional scanning allows real-time feedback during cranial base and spinal surgery and during procedures involving instrumentation. In most cases, it obviates the need for postoperative computed tomography. Its usefulness is in its simplicity, and it can be easily adapted to the operating room workflow. When coupled with intraoperative navigation, this new technology facilitates complex neurosurgical procedures by improving the accuracy, safety, and time of surgery.